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Abstract—In cloud environments High Availability char-
acteristics are established by the usage of failover software
(like e. g. HAProxy, Keepalive or Pacemaker). Though
these tools enable automatic recovery of cloud services
from outages, the recovery can still be very slow if it
is not configured adequately. In this paper we developed
a “Recovery Time Test” to determine if recovery time
depends on configuration of the failover software and how
recovery time depends on configuration settings. Another
goal of the Recovery Time Test is to determine the factor
by which recovery time can be decreased by a given
configuration. As proof of concept, we applied the Recovery
Time Test to an OpenStack cloud environment which is
controlled by the Pacemaker failover software. Pacemaker
mean recovery time can take a value between 110 and 160
seconds, if the tool is configured badly. We found that with
a proper configuration Pacemaker mean recovery time can
be reduced significantly to a value between 15 and 20
seconds.
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I. INTRODUCTION

H igh Availability (HA) can be seen as the “holy grail”

in the world of cloud computing [1]. Cloud computing

systems should be available without interruptions. End users

expect services to be available 24 hours at 7 days per week

[2]. Users do not care about how cloud providers can maintain

their systems without taking them offline. On the other hand

cloud providers want to be able to maintain their services

regularly. High Availability tools provide a solution to this

problem: some parts of the cloud can be shut down without

having to stop the service provided to the end user. Another

advantage of HA tools is their capability to recover IT services

which were interrupted or stopped unexpectedly. HA tools are

capable of running failover actions in case of unplanned IT

service outages. Failover software (like HAProxy, Keepalived

or Pacemaker) is popular in the cloud computing community.

Despite its popularity such software is often unfeasible to

recover failed cloud platforms due to the complexity inherent

in such systems.

A. Pacemaker as cluster management technology
High Availability software does not run on a single machine.

Usually it runs in a cluster: a group of two or more inter-

connected computers usually referred to as nodes [3]. There

are three types of computer clusters: High Availability (HA)

clusters, Load Balancing (LB) clusters and High Performance

Computer (HPC) clusters [3]. In a HA cluster IT services

running on each node are monitored. In the event of failure

services are moved from failing nodes to nodes that are still

working normally [3]. They remain there until the HA software

has recovered the initial state in the failed nodes. In LB clusters

some nodes act as a front-end and distribute tasks to back-end

nodes depending on the workload [3]. HPC clusters provide

the a task distribution to several nodes in order to perform

computationally intensive IT services [3]. The distribution of

tasks is common to all cluster types and introduces complexity

in the overall system architecture. Pacemaker is a typical HA

cluster: it monitors different resources on nodes and recovers

nodes from outages in the event of failure [3]. Pacemaker has

been chosen as the technology to be investigated in this paper

because it can handle a HA cluster in a quite generic way:

it abstracts from the underlying system environment (number

and role of nodes, task distribution rules) by using different

resource handlers [3]. Insights about the Pacemaker recovery

can be applied to other failover software as well.

Pacemaker is a resource management software which is able to

monitor execution of IT services and perform failover tasks if

an IT service fails [4]. Pacemaker can manage IT services by

using “local resource management demons” (LRMDs) which

are shell scripts that are able to stop or restart a single IT

service [5]. LRMDs are configured by “resource agents” which

define how Pacemaker LRMDs can monitor, start or stop

execution of the IT service it observes [5].

B. OpenStack as cloud technology
Failures are not uncommon in cloud environments, although

High Availability is an important design feature in almost every

cloud architecture [6]. We want to test Pacemaker’s ability to

recover IT services in the field of small cloud clusters, because

Pacemaker is a tool that is supposed to handle failures. Tools

like Pacemaker could therefore be an integral part of any cloud

computing architecture.

Many cloud platforms are not a monolithic software: Open-

Stack for example consists in 7 core components [7]. The

OpenStack components can be further divided in IT services

which must be up and running in order to run the component.

Therefore cloud platforms can be considered as groups of IT

services. Pacemaker can keep cloud platforms alive only if

it can keep all IT services in execution that constitute the

platform. If the cloud platform fails, Pacemaker must detect



and recover the failure in all constituting services that stopped

execution (and might have caused the cloud platform outage).

Therefore Pacemaker needs many dedicated resource agents in

order to be able to recover a whole cloud software.

OpenStack is currently evolving at a rapid pace and in short

development cycles [8]. It has a fast growing support com-

munity compared to other open-source cloud platforms like

OpenNebula [9]. OpenStack is fully compatible to popular

commercial cloud platforms like Amazon EC2 [12]. Therefore

OpenStack is a feature-rich cloud platform which is similar to

many other cloud technologies [12]. We want to test Pacemaker

in an OpenStack environment, because observations on how

Pacemaker handles OpenStack can be applied to other cloud

platforms as well.

C. Goals of the evaluation
Though Pacemaker can handle many different types of IT

services, the time to recover a whole cloud platform from

an outage depends on how fast Pacemaker can recover the

individual IT services that constitute the cloud platform. The

management of IT service recovery tasks is performed by the

Pacemaker “Cluster Resource Manager” (CRM) component.

The CRM configuration is contained in an XML file, the

“Cluster Information Base” (CIB). The CIB can influence the

order as well as the colocation of IT service recovery tasks.

One could easily imagine that the order of recovery tasks could

influence the recovery time of a cloud platform, since cloud

platforms are not monolithic. Therefore we want to test if

and how different CIB configurations are able to speed up

the recovery of a cloud platform.

For this purpose we developed the “Recovery Time Test”

procedure. In this test we simulate IT service outages in a cloud

platform which is managed by Pacemaker. Then we measure

the recovery time Pacemaker takes to recover the cloud plat-

form completely from an outage. The test is performed with

different CIB configurations. Then the recovery times of test

runs with different CIB configurations are compared to each

other.

The goal of the Recovery Time Test is to find out:

1) If the CIB configuration has a significant influence
on the recovery time.

2) Which CIB configurations generate significantly
faster recovery for OpenStack than others.

3) To estimate the factor by which the recovery time
can be reduced by optimizing the CIB configuration

only.

D. Related Work
Our analysis is limited to an OpenStack implementation

which is run on two nodes, because we want to analyse the

influence of the CIB configuration on the recovery time. We

are neither interested in the influence of the cluster size on the

recovery time nor do we compare recovery times of different

cloud platforms. Though this may be a rather specific topic for

scientific research, we target more general areas in the theory

of High Availability design too.

The influence of configuration files on system availability and

recovery behavior has not been investigated with statistical

methods so far. There are some reports on the benefits of

employing simulation tools like the “Chaos Monkey” [10].

Those reports lack statistical evidence of the inherent value

in using of such tools in order to design reliable systems. This

paper is a first step towards closing this gap. Outage simulation

tools could be used to proof validity of well-known principles

for the design of High Availability systems like e. g. “Design

for Six Sigma” [11]. The current paper investigates simulation

of outages in order to create a more systematic approach in

designing reliable infrastructures.

A comparison of OpenStack with multiple other open-source

cloud platforms can be found in [12]. The authors of this study

investigate (among other factors) the scalability of different

cloud platforms [12]. One of their conclusions is that a

small OpenStack cluster behaves quite differently from a large

deployment involving hundreds of servers [12]. An analysis on

the Pacemaker recovery behaviour in larger OpenStack clusters

has not been performed at the time of this writing, although it

will clearly have a significant impact and might be the subject

of future research activities.

Other related work concern different HA recovery strategies

and how they can be applied to cloud environments [13]. It

could be an interesting future research topic to evaluate how

Pacemaker can implement those strategies in comparison to

different alternative HA technologies. Such an investigation is

especially interesting when one wants to use HA technologies

in order to optimize power consumption in cloud environments

[14].

E. Structure of paper
In the following section (section II) we explain the Pace-

maker functionality and how Pacemaker is integrated into the

OpenStack architecture we want to investigate. In section III

we describe the Recovery Time Test and how the recovery

time data is gathered. In section IV we analyze and discuss the

results of the Recovery Time Test. This paper concludes with

some recommendations on how Pacemaker recovery could be

enhanced.

II. PACEMAKER

Pacemaker is a distributed software [4] which uses two main

components:

1) Cluster Resource Manager (CRM): The CRM is re-

sponsible for managing different resources in a cluster

of (physical or virtual) computers. [15] A resource

could be any kind of IT service running on the

cluster nodes: an IP address, a database server or a

shell script. The CRM itself does not directly perform

resource management tasks like monitoring, stopping

or starting IT services. Those tasks are performed by

“Local Resource Management Daemons” (LRMDs).

[15] LRMDs are IT services which run locally on

each cluster node and are able to perform shell scripts

- LRMDs must be configured by using “Resource



Agents” which tell them how they can monitor, start

or stop an IT service. [15] The LRMDs can only

perform tasks which are defined in “resource agents”.

The CRM can be seen as the coordinator of the

LRMD activities. The CRM tells each LRMD when

(at what time interval) and where it must perform the

resource management tasks. The CRM also defines

which resource management actions must (and must

not) be performed together.The CRM orchestration is

defined by a “Cluster Information Base” (CIB) file.

[15]

2) Cluster Communication Manager (CCM): The

CCM is a distributed application which runs on all

cluster nodes and provides communication between

CRM and LRMDs. [15] The CCM itself is not a

Pacemaker component, but it is a component which

is required by Pacemaker in order to work properly.

Typical CCMs which are used with Pacemaker are

Heartbeat and Corosync. [15] The CCM is configured

by local configuration files which must be installed

locally on all cluster nodes. All CCM configuration

files must be identical on all cluster nodes.

Due to its well-separated architecture Pacemaker is very flex-

ible: it is able to run in heterogenous cluster environments,

it is customizable and it can automate failover tasks for many

different kinds of IT services. On the other hand the Pacemaker

orchestration of failover activities (which is done by the CRM)

can become very complex and difficult to configure.

FIG. 1: Integration of Pacemaker in the OpenStack HA cluster.

A. Integration in OpenStack
An OpenStack cluster can be managed by Pacemaker in or-

der to become highly available. There are some tasks required

[16] to integrate Pacemaker into OpenStack:

• A standard Pacemaker installation is not delivered

with already integrated resource agents for OpenStack

services. Therefore custom resource agents must be

written for each IT service which is required to run

OpenStack. The resource agents must be installed lo-

cally on each OpenStack node to allow the LRMDs to

perform failover tasks. [17]

• A CCM must be installed and configured on all cluster

nodes. For our purpose we use Corosync as CCM. The

CCM must run on all cluster nodes before Pacemaker

can be started. [18]

• Finally Pacemaker is installed on all cluster nodes. [19]

Pacemaker can be configured by editing its CIB file.

The CIB file must contain failover tasks for all IT

services which are required to operate OpenStack.

Once these tasks are performed Pacemaker is integrated into

OpenStack. The architecture of the Pacemaker integration into

a two node OpenStack installation can be seen in (Fig. 1).

This architectural setup will be used in the Recovery Time

Test. The reason for using a 2 node cluster is that we want

to test recovery behavior when a single fallback component is

employed rather than propagation of recovery mechanisms in

larger clusters.

III. RECOVERY TIME TEST SETUP

The idea of the Recovery Time Test is to measure how long

it takes until Pacemaker restores an OpenStack outage. It relies

on the “Chaos Monkey” test described in the “Dependability

Modeling Framework.” (DMF). [20] After random outages

have been simulated (using a so-called “Chaos Monkey” tool

[21]), the recovery behaviour of the system is measured.

The Recovery Time Test must be an automated test, because

measuring the recovery time of fast recovering IT services

manually would be a very imprecise method. Therefore test

runs are controlled by a computer program (in our case a

Python script) that runs on a machine which is located outside
of the OpenStack cluster that is tested. This “supervisor node”

should have remote access to internal nodes of the OpenStack

cluster in order to be able to run tests and observe system

activities on them. The supervisor node is not a cluster node

itself, because we do not want that the test script interferes with

Pacemaker recovery activities. We only want to be able to start

recovery procedures on cluster nodes and observe recovery

behaviour, but we do not want to manipulate the recovery

behaviour itself.

In our setup, a typical test run is a two node OpenStack instal-

lation which forms a Pacemaker cluster. As a first step some

OpenStack services are randomly (and remotely) shutdown

by the test program. Immediately after having sent out the

shutdown signal and having received an acknowledgement that

the service has been interrupted, the test script starts a timer.

Then Pacemaker should start its automatic recovery procedures

on the cluster nodes. Meanwhile the execution status of the

OpenStack services is polled repeatedly by the test script in

the supervisor node. Once the supervisor node detects that all

OpenStack services are recovered, the timer is stopped and the

total recovery time is measured and stored in a database on

the supervisor node.

The Pacemaker recovery time is not expected to be fully



deterministic: if we perform a test run once and repeat the

same test on the same nodes (with the same CIB configuration)

again, the obtained result might not be the same. The cluster

nodes are computers and therefore they are subject to random

errors [22]. In order to deal with this random noise, for each

CIB file configuration multiple test runs were performed and

the total recovery time was averaged over all test runs. This

method of averaging values should cancel out errors produced

by random noise [22].

The goal is to find out if a relationship between CIB file con-

figuration and average recovery time exists. Our assumption

is that a “smart” distribution of recovery tasks could improve

recovery speed in Pacemaker. Therefore test runs were not

performed only on a single OpenStack installation. The test

runs were performed with multiple different CIB files and then

grouped according to the different possible Pacemaker CIB file

configurations.

A. Pacemaker configurations
The Pacemaker CRM component is configured mainly by

the CIB file. This file tells the CRM when and where it has

to start a particular recovery task. According to this separation

a CIB configuration can be optimized in two areas:

1) Intervals and timeout of recovery tasks (“when”).

2) Grouping and colocation of recovery tasks (“where”).

Even when we use Pacemaker in the limited setup depicted

in figure 1, there is still an indefinite number of possible

CIB configurations. Since we are not able to test all possible

CIB configurations with the Recovery Time Test, we

must create a sample which is representative for all other

possible CIB configurations. Therefore we decide to test

only configurations which represent particular interval time,

timeout value, grouping or colocation characteristics.

TABLE I: Discretization and categorization mapping of variables.

Parameter Selected Value Mappping

Interval time 5 seconds Large interval time

1 second Small interval time

Timeout 60 seconds Large timeout value

30 seconds Small timeout value

Group All services contained All services in one group

in one resource group

All services grouped Services grouped by function

by the OpenStack com-

ponent they belong to

All services kept Services not grouped

as atomic services

Colocation All services run Active on one node

on one node only

All services run Active on both nodes

on both nodes in parallel

Our sampling strategy is to group the different CIB con-

figurations alongside these four characteristics and all possible

combinations of it. The combination of characteristics raises

another issue if we consider that interval time and timeout

value are not discrete parameters: since both parameters are not

discrete, we have an infinite number of possible combinations.

Therefore we must discretize interval time and timeout values

into a discrete number of categories. For the sake of simplicity

we chose to use two values for the recovery task interval

time which are seen as belonging to either the category of

“large” values or the category of “small” values. This way

we can group the CIB configurations into configurations with

small or large interval time and discretize the recovery task

interval time parameter. The same discretization is applied to

the timeout parameter. In table I we show how two particular

manifestations of interval time and timeout parameters are

mapped into the two target categories.

Another issue is that the possible ways to group recovery

tasks depends on the number of services and is possibly very

large. In our current architecture we have 24 services which

are managed by Pacemaker. There are more than 6 × 1023

groupings of services possible. We choose to simplify the

grouping task by introducing three levels of group granularity.

We group the services as either atomic services (which are

not grouped at all or grouped with maximum granularity) or

grouped by their purpose they have in OpenStack (see table I)

or as one group containing all OpenStack services (no group

granularity at all).

Another issue is that it is unclear how we should define

colocation of multiple active services on a single node. Again

we introduce different levels of colocation: either there is no

colocation of actively running OpenStack services required (all

OpenStack services are allowed to actively run on both nodes

in parallel) or there is a colocation of services which allows

services to run only on one node at once. Table I shows the

mapping of colocation manifestations into two categories.

As a result of our discretization and categorization efforts

we transform the interval time, timeout, group and colocation

variables into categorical variables. Furthermore we can turn

the four variables into one single categorical variable by

unifying all possible combinations of manifestations of the

variables in one single categorical variable: the configuration

variable. This variable consists in all possible 24 combinations

of interval time, timeout, grouping and colocation.

B. Simulation of outages
The Recovery Time Test is a test which is performed for one

of the possible Pacemaker configurations we show in table ??.

We start with the OpenStack architecture in figure 1 and use

one of the possible CIB configurations. Then we simulate some

service outages and measure how long it takes for Pacemaker

to completely restore all OpenStack services.

One test run consists in the following steps:

1) Shut down a number of OpenStack services on one of

the nodes and start a timer to measure the recovery

time.

2) Let Pacemaker execute failover tasks and check which

OpenStack services are available by repeatedly polling

their execution status.

3) If all OpenStack services are available again the timer

should stop and indicate the recovery time.

4) Store the recovery time in a database and clean up all

system modifications performed during the test run.



The services which are shutdown in the first step must be

chosen at random because the recovery time must be a random

number. The underlying assumption is that service outages

generally occur at random and it can not easily determined

which service will fail next.

One test run reveals only one possible recovery time value

and might have occurred accidentially. A test run is not rep-

resentative for the general failover behavior of the Pacemaker

software for a given CIB configuration. Therefore we must

apply multiple test runs for each of the 24 configurations we

want to test.

The problem is that running thousands of tests is computation-

ally expensive. The 24 OpenStack services are dependent to

each other. If one single service is interrupted, the interruption

of this service can lead to failure of other services as well. In

the worst case, an interruption of one single service leads to

failure of all services. Since we have monitoring intervals of up

to 5 seconds, Pacemaker needs 24×5 = 120 seconds to detect

such a full outage of all services. The time consumed by the

recovery procedure must be added to this value. If we assume

a recovery time of 0.5 seconds per single service, it takes

24× 0.5 = 12 seconds to restart all services. Additionally the

recovery procedure is sometimes restarted when the timeout

value for recovery of a single service is reached. If we assume

a single restart of the recovery procedure in the worst case

(timeout = 60 seconds), the recovery procedure can consume

84 seconds. A single test run can consume more than 3

minutes. Running 1’000 tests 24 times will result in a total

computation time of more than 50 days, which is not a feasible

time horizon from a practical point of view.

On the other hand we must take at least some test runs in order

to be able to reason about the data. Therefore we want to take

a set of test runs which is small enough to be performed in

a reasonable amount of computation time, but sufficiently big

enough to draw valid statistical conclusions from the data. We

need a sample size which is representative to the number of

outages in the real lifetime of a cloud service.

A comprehensive treatise on the lifetime of IT services can be

found in [23]. According to the view of the authors, any large

piece of software can be expected to have an average lifetime

of 12.3 years [23]. This means that a cloud platform can be

expected to run for 147.6 months. If we want to estimate the

number of outages in the lifetime of a cloud service, it is

adviseable to get some empirical data of outages that occur in

productive commercial cloud solutions. One such study can be

found in [24]. According to this study, an outage of commercial

cloud platforms (like Google, Microsoft etc.) can be expected

to occur every 3 months [24].

If we presume that such a rate of outages will occur in the

lifetime of a cloud platform, we can estimate that there might

be about 50 outages in the lifetime of a cloud service. We chose

to run the Recovery Time Test 30 times for each configuration

in order to retrieve a realistic recovery time value. A sample

of this size covers more than 60 % of all outages that might

occur in a productive cloud platform and is feasible to many

statistical tests.

The choice of 30 test runs may be a simplification, but since

much larger samples are impractical to compute, it serves

our purposes well enough. It is sufficient to notice that the

sample size is not too small to draw conclusions from the

data. Our data set of test results will consist in 24 groups with

30 recovery time values per group.

C. Recovery time measurements
For each test run we must measure the time between the

outage and the full recovery of all OpenStack services. For

these recovery time measurements we use two instruments:

1) As we denoted in subsection III-B we must use a timer

which starts when the random service is shut down and

which stops when all OpenStack services are available.

2) In order to know when we can stop the timer again

we must repeatedly poll the execution status of all

OpenStack services. Once all OpenStack services are

up again, we must stop the timer and store its value

as result of the test run.

While the timer does not significantly influence the recovery

time measurements, the polling interval basically determines

the precision of measured values. The interval should not be

too large because we want to measure differences between

recovery times. On the other hand we do not want the poll

requests to consume too many resources.

This issue can be solved if we consider that the outage recovery

time must be related to the upstart time of an IT service. If

e. g. one OpenStack service fails completely and there is no

redundant service available, the Pacemaker recovery takes at

least as much time as is required to restart the failed OpenStack

service. From that point of view it does not make sense to have

a polling intervall which is much smaller than the average

restart time of an OpenStack service. Therefore we chose the

polling interval to be 10 times smaller than the average upstart

time of an OpenStack service. The average upstart time is

evaluated experimentally by restarting each service 100 times,

measuring the upstart time and calculating the average.

The measurement of recovery times takes place by shutting

down one service, starting a timer, polling if all OpenStack

services are available and stopping the timer if all OpenStack

services are available again. The timer value will be stored as

result of one test run.

For the 24 different CIB configurations we must also calculate

the average and variance of all recovery times measured per

CIB configuration. This prerequisite is required to perform sta-

tistical analysis with the gathered data because we must know

how the recovery time values are distributed for each CIB

configuration. The goal of our test is to find and analyze any

kind of correlation between CIB configuration and recovery

time.

D. Test methods
The first question we must answer with the Recovery

Time Test is if there is a significant influence of the CIB

configuration on the recovery time. This will be tested with

a one-way ANOVA test.

A CIB configuration which is tested by the Recovery Time Test



can be seen as a sample that belongs to a population which

is different to the population of another CIB configuration.

A CIB configuration with e. g. small interval time belongs

to another population than a CIB configuration with large

interval time. Since we have different samples belonging to

different populations we must compare mean recovery times

of all different samples with an adequate statistical instrument

like the one-way ANOVA. [25]

This test is applicable when the prerequisites to use a one-way

ANOVA are fullfiled. These prerequisites are homogenity of

variance and a gaussian distribution of the average recovery

time. [25] Gaussian distribution can be verified by applying a

Kolmogorov-Smirnov test to all measurements and a normal

distribution with equal mean and variance. [26] Homogenity

of variance can proven by a Levene test. [27] If one of these

tests fails, a Kruskal-Wallis H-Test must be performed instead

of a one-way ANOVA. [28]

We prefer one-way statistical tests to their multi-way alterna-

tives because the latter are computationally expensive and can

be replaced if we define the CIB configuration as one single

categorical variable.

The second question we have to answer is which CIB con-

figurations do improve the recovery speed. This can be done

by performing a posthoc test that reveals which of the 24

CIB configurations significantly differ from the others. Since

we are interested only in configurations that improve the

recovery velocity, we can eliminate all CIB configurations

which produce larger, equal or non-significantly lower recovery

time. As a result we get configurations which enhance the

Pacemaker recovery performance.

Our third interest is the size of the factor by which mean

recovery time can be reduced. This size can be evaluated by

finding a (minimal) linear regression model for the size of the

recovery time in relation to a CIB configuration value [29].

For this purpose we must find a sufficiently good fit for the

regression equation 1.

zk = β0 +
N∑

i=1

(βi × fi(xk)) + uk (1)

zk is the actual recovery time, β0 and βi are the regression

coefficients, fi(xk) is a (local) function of the value of the CIB

configuration, N is the number of independent variables (the

four CIB configuration characteristics) and uk is an error term.

We recursively formulate the regression function eliminating

all variables which turn out to be non-significant and do

not explain recovery time. As a result we get a minimal

model which describes relation between recovery time and CIB

configuration values. In order to calculate the factor by which

recovery time can be decreased, we have to evaluate (allowed)

minimum and maximum of the regression function. The factor

is the maximum value divided by the minimum value.

IV. RESULTS OF RECOVERY TIME TEST

A. Dependence of recovery time on Pacemaker con-
figuration

Our statistical tests reveal that there are indeed significant

recovery time differences between differently configured

OpenStack Pacemaker clusters. Table II shows sample size,

mean, standard deviation and standard error of recovery times

measured for each configuration.

Table II also shows lower and the upper bounds of the

95%-confidence interval as well as minimum and maximum

value for each group. There are some quite obvious

differences between configurations where OpenStack services

are managed as one single group and configurations where

Pacemaker manages all services separately. Ungrouped

resources tend to be recovered much faster than resources

managed as a group.

In order to test if these differences between mean values

did not occur by chance alone, we must first check which

statistical test should be applied. Therefore we apply the

Kolmogorov-Smirnov test to see if all samples are distributed

normally and an ANOVA is applicable.

TABLE II: Different recovery time samples taken for each configuration.

Std. Std. 95% - Conf. Int.

Config. N Mean Dev. Err. Low. Upp. Min. Max.

LLG1 30 130.58 83.33 15.21 100.76 160.40 5.83 314.75

LLG2 30 141.95 73.11 13.35 115.79 168.11 30.85 301.20

LLI1 30 37.48 25.58 4.67 28.33 46.63 4.74 106.24

LLI2 30 74.59 53.09 9.69 55.60 93.59 3.33 189.29

LLA1 30 13.63 6.04 1.10 11.47 15.79 3.13 26.52

LLA2 30 16.59 11.01 2.01 12.65 20.53 3.07 53.71

LSG1 30 99.32 62.96 11.50 76.79 121.85 4.66 212.26

LSG2 30 93.85 40.91 7.47 79.21 108.49 6.79 159.37

LSI1 30 37.22 27.96 5.10 27.22 47.23 9.37 116.89

LSI2 30 92.16 52.59 9.60 73.34 110.98 10.98 186.42

LSA1 30 13.61 7.46 1.36 10.94 16.28 3.58 47.13

LSA2 30 111.66 53.16 9.71 92.64 130.68 11.88 186.58

SLG1 30 158.19 82.62 15.08 128.63 187.76 3.33 360.95

SLG2 30 118.98 59.62 10.89 97.64 140.31 3.52 238.86

SLI1 30 46.31 34.08 6.22 34.11 58.50 3.68 151.03

SLI2 30 139.74 82.18 15.00 110.33 169.14 3.34 293.57

SLA1 30 20.49 12.27 2.24 16.10 24.88 3.71 68.09

SLA2 30 33.00 25.60 4.67 23.84 42.16 5.98 113.40

SSG1 30 115.12 74.85 13.67 88.34 141.91 2.86 227.81

SSG2 30 119.43 78.16 14.27 91.46 147.40 3.18 228.36

SSI1 30 60.06 40.14 7.33 45.70 74.43 4.01 169.47

SSI2 30 117.32 71.75 13.10 91.65 143.00 3.54 232.48

SSA1 30 18.83 12.86 2.35 14.23 23.43 3.46 67.28

SSA2 30 128.91 67.34 12.30 104.81 153.01 40.75 273.44

The whole set of recovery time measurements contains 720

measurements. The mean is 80.79 seconds and the standard

deviation equals 71.15 seconds. When the set is compared to

a normal distribution with μ = 80.79 and σ = 71.15 applying

the Kolmogorov-Smirnov test, we get D = 0.1847 and a

p-value of 4.278× 10−11 which means (under the assumption

that α = 0.05) that the data is not normally distributed.

In the QQ-plot (figure 2) the theoretical quantiles of a normal

distribution (with mean=80.79 and standard deviation=71.15)

are plotted versus the sample data points obtained in our

measurements. If the data were normally distributed, all data

points would lie close to the straight line in the middle of the

graph. Instead of following the line, the distribution of data

points is skewed extremely to the left. In a QQ-plot this is an

indicator that the data is not normally distributed [30].



FIG. 2: QQ-Plot of recovery time measurements versus a normal distri-
bution with equal mean and variance.

The QQ-Plot shows that the first quartile is following a

much “flatter” distribution than the other quartiles. Configu-

rations with higher recovery time are generally configurations

which cause Pacemaker to restart failed services in a particular

sequence. Since this complex restart order involves many

dependencies between services, we can observe many restart

failures resulting in a much “steeper” distribution of “high”

recovery times.

A further Levene test for homoscedascity is obsolete, because

the conditions for using an ANOVA are violated. Therefore we

will use the Kruskal-Wallis H-Test in order to check if different

samples (which use a different Pacemaker configuration) have

significantly different means.

TABLE III: Results of the Kruskal-Wallis rank sum test.

Degrees of Chi-squared Probability

Freedom P(> F )

Configuration 23 343.5559 < 2.2 × 10−16

If we assume that there are no differences between mean

recovery times of different samples (the recovery time does not

depend on Pacemaker configuration) and test this hypothesis

for an α = 5% using the Kruskal-Wallis H-Test, we must

reject the hypothesis that recovery time is independent of the

configuration. Table III shows that the p-value of the test is

smaller than α. The Pacemaker recovery time depends on the

CIB configuration.

B. Pacemaker configurations leading to shorter re-
covery time

With the results of the Kruskal-Wallis test, we have proven

that the CIB configuration influences the recovery time. In

order to find out which configurations reduce the recovery

time significantly, we have to perform a posthoc-test. We

choose the Kruskal-Wallis Multiple Comparison test, which

pairwise tests if the difference of means of two groups is

significant. [31] Since we have 24 configurations, there can be

potentially many groups which have a significant difference in

means compared to other groups. Therefore we counted how

many significant negative differences (in mean values) to other

groups are available per configuration group. The result can be

seen in table IV.

TABLE IV: Number of groups which have significantly lower mean
recovery time.

Interval Timeout Group Colocation

5s 54 60s 52 All 0 Yes 52

1s 20 30s 22 By function 14 No 22

None 60

Obviously the Pacemaker recovery time can be reduced by

using rather large monitoring intervals and larger timeouts. It

is adviseable to colocate resources, but the OpenStack services

should not be put in a large group. Pacemaker seems to face

difficulties when it has to recover many IT services at once.

Ungrouping of services leads to faster recovery times.

C. Recovery time decrease potential
In order to determine the recovery time decrease potential

we have to perform a linear regression using the monitoring

interval, timeout value, grouping type and colocation type as

explanatory variables and the recovery time as output variable.

Grouping is encoded as an ordinal value starting with 1

as strongest grouping (all OpenStack services in one group)

and 3 as weakest grouping (Pacemaker manages all services

individually). The colocation type is encoded in an analogous

manner. Starting with our first regression model we get the

results listed in table V.

TABLE V: Regression coefficient estimate for a recovery time model
involving interval, timeout, grouping and colocation variable.

Std. Probability

Coefficient Estimate Error t-value Pr(> |t|)
(Intercept) 126.57 11.76 10.76 < 2 × 10−16

Interval -4.45 1.13 -3.95 8.51 × 10−5

Timeout -0.21 0.15 -1.40 0.16

Group -38.79 2.76 -14.06 < 2 × 10−16

Colocation 36.45 4.50 8.09 2.61 × 10−15

As we can see, the timeout value does not have any

significant impact (p-value is smaller than α = 0.05) on the

recovery time. Therefore we reduce our model and get the

results in table VI.

TABLE VI: Regression coefficient estimate for a recovery time model
involving interval, grouping and colocation variable.

Std. Probability

Coefficient Estimate Error t-value Pr(> |t|)
(Intercept) 117.07 9.63 12.15 < 2 × 10−16

Interval -4.45 1.13 -3.95 8.6 × 10−5

Group -38.80 2.76 -14.05 < 2 × 10−16

Colocation 36.45 4.51 8.08 2.71 × 10−15

The regression equation can be found below (equation 2).
When we enter a high interval (5 seconds), weak grouping
and high colocation value, we get a theoretical minimum of
14.87 seconds mean recovery time. The theoretical maximum
of 110.27 seconds is reached when all services are contained
in one group without colocation and monitored at an interval



time of 1 second. According to these values, the recovery time
can be reduced by the factor 7.5.

RecoveryT ime =

117.07− 4.45× T imeout− 38.80×GroupingType+

36.45× ColocationType+ ErrorTerm

(2)

V. CONCLUSION

In this paper we were interested in improvement of failover

software which is used in cloud systems to satisfy “High

Availability” requirements. We asked how we can make the

Pacemaker software faster and described the “Recovery Time

Test” as a procedure to find out what is causing slow recov-

ery. We investigated how the Pacemaker configuration - the

“Cluster Information Base” (CIB) - can influence Pacemaker

recovery. We wanted to know 1) if it is possible to reduce

the recovery time significantly by using a particular CIB

configuration, 2) which CIB configurations are able to lead to

decreased recovery time and 3) the factor by which we are able

to reduce recovery time. In order to answer these questions, we

applied the Recovery Time Test to the Pacemaker software in

an OpenStack environment. We tested 24 CIB configurations

by simulating outages and measuring the Pacemaker recovery

time. We performed 30 test runs per configuration. We grouped

all test runs under the same CIB configuration in samples and

applied the Kruskal-Wallis H-Test to compare mean recovery

times. We found out that there are significant differences

between different samples. Therefore recovery time can be

effectively reduced. We applied a Kruskal-Wallis MC-test

in order to find configurations which lead to significantly

lower recovery time compared to the others. The conclusion

of these tests is that Pacemaker should manage OpenStack

services as independent atomic resources rather than as one

monolithic group. In contrast to that finding, colocation of

OpenStack services on a single node has a decreasing effect

on recovery time. We performed a (linear) regression using

the CIB configuration parameters as coefficients and found a

model for the recovery time. We used that model to evaluate

recovery time reduction potential of CIB configurations and

we saw that Pacemaker recovery time can be reduced by a

factor of 7.5.

VI. FUTURE WORK

These findings suggest to design cloud clusters that consist

in ungrouped but strongly colocated services. The observation

that services should be placed on one node but not managed

as a large group seems to be paradox, but it becomes obvious

when we consider that network communication is involved in

the failover process. When it comes to a reboot procedure,

the restart of a group of services is slower than the restart of

individual services because the failover process is coordinated

over the network which acts as a bottleneck. Recovery of

colocated services is fast because it does not involve network

communication. Future research should target analysis of de-

pendencies between OpenStack services in terms of colocation

and grouping. A well-colocated cloud architecture could be

similar to multimaster replication for databases (e. g. the

MySQL Galera cluster [32]). Such an architecture enables

colocation of services with dependent data and could be a

promising approach for the future.
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